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Multi-camera control and video transmission
architecture for distributed systems

Alvaro Luis Bustamante, José M. Molina, and Miguel A. Patricio

Abstract The increasing number of autonomous systems monitoring and control-
ling visual sensor networks, make it necessary an homogeneous (device-independent),
flexible (accessible from various places), and efficient (real-time) access to all their
underlying video devices. This paper describes an architecture for camera control
and video transmission in a distributed system like existing in a cooperative multi-
agent video surveillance scenario. The proposed system enables the access to a
limited-access resource (video sensors) in an easy, transparent and efficient way
both for local and remote processes. It is particularly suitable for Pan-Tilt-Zoom
(PTZ) cameras in which a remote control is essential.

Key words: multi-camera systems, visual sensor network, video transmission, ptz
cameras

1 Introduction

At the moment, the majority of the people still conceives video surveillance systems
as synonymous of CCTV systems: people imagine tens of old cameras connected
to tens of remote monitors, controlled by tens of bored and unheeding security em-
ployers which should pay attention to restricted areas, access doors, people, vehi-
cles, objects and suspicious situations to prevent crimes or disasters. In alternative,
many believe that surveillance systems are storage platforms to memorize multime-
dia data on the environment, video, photos, wiretapped speech, available for human
forensic experts to support investigations. This is partially true, and the value of
these systems is undoubted.
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However, latest advances in hardware technology and state of the art of computer
vision and artificial intelligence research can be employed to develop autonomous
and distributed monitoring systems. They are possible and necessary since the enor-
mous improvement and afordability of hardware and the availability of distributed
computing technologies have encouraged an increasing use of distributed and par-
allel systems in monitoring applications [4, 5]. So the growing amount of sensors
sometimes makes unaffordable a human monitoring.

In addition, sensors are increasing their uses and capabilities with characteristics
like on-board processing, Pan-Tilt-Zoom control, thermal and infrared vision, and
so on [14]. It is valuable since it provides more features to the user, but it adds
an extra control problem. For instance, the control of PTZ cameras can be easy to
achieve in a small scale, but it can become a really tedious task when you have
a large vision sensor network, which may lead in a poor usage of the available
resources. A sample scenario may be one security employer attempting to monitor
a specific moving target from several PTZ cameras simultaneously. The operator
should reorientate the cameras in real-time according to the moving object, which
result in a hard task to achieve.

This way, it would be useful that all these tedious operations were able to be
managed by an autonomous system. It will help the operator who is working with
the visual sensor network to exploit efficiently all the resources. Thereby a operator
may set a new goal like ’find someone with a red bag’, and the autonomous system
should help in the different devices coordination, in order to meet the established
goal.

Many researches has been focused in solve this and similar issues using multi-
agent systems [11, 12], in where each agent is the responsible of control and manage
one camera. This distributed solution is a good option for the problem of coordinat-
ing multi-camera systems, taking the advantages of scalability and fault-tolerance
over centralization.

However, many of the proposed theoretical architectures uses to miss the under-
lying complex task of controlling the video sensors, like the image acquisition and
transmission process [12, 8, 13]. They assume that in some way there is a video
flow and a control flow for PTZ cameras which can be used in their architectures.
However when dealing with a real implementation of a distributed multi-agent ar-
chitecture with a real visual sensor network the problems arrives.

In order to support this kind of distributed systems, in this this paper is described
the required architecture for manage the video devices present in a visual sensor
network. This architecture will deal with the PTZ control and the video transmis-
sion for each video sensor connected, both for local and remote processes. This way,
any camera will have their control and video accessible from any place. It is suit-
able for multi-agent systems since they really are distributed process and require
remote control of the sensors. This kind of architecture involves many disciplines
like video compression and transmission, advanced memory management, frame
grabbers controllers, etc, thus, an overview and some test of the system designed is
presented.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In section 2 we describes the envi-
ronment in which the presented system may work. In section 3 is described the ar-
chitecture supporting any distributed system. Section 4 contains some performance
test, and finally in section 5 some conclusions are presented.

2 Environment overview

Multimedia surveillance systems are an emerging application field requiring mul-
tidisciplinary expertise spanning from Signal and Image Processing to Communi-
cations and Computer Vision [4]. However, in this paper we focus on the problem
of communication between the cameras and the different systems that control them,
since cameras are limited-access resources.

Our initial working scenario consists in a visual sensor network in which each
video device provides Pant-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) control. It is intended to be used with
a multi-agent system, so we want to provide an homogeneous access between dif-
ferent entities controlling this network.

In this scenario a priori may operate over the cameras two different entities.
We define a operator which may be the personnel security monitoring the video
streamed by different cameras and controlling their orientation. In a multi-agent
architecture also exists the agents that generally perform an autonomous control
depending on the restrictions/goals imposed by the operator.
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Fig. 1 Example of the environment overview. The camera devices are controlled both by an oper-
ator and a distributed system.
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This kind of control over the cameras is shown in figure 1, where all the control

flow presented in the architecture is described. It is created both from the opera-

tor and the multi-agent distributed system, so the devices must be able to handle

requests from different sources.
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Fig. 2 Camera video transmission to different local and remote systems.

Figure 1 only presents the control flows, but in the architecture also exists video

flows, since each camera device must be able to stream the video to different desti-

nations. It may be necessary for remote monitoring, for storage platforms to mem-

orize multimedia data on the environment, or simply for local or remote systems to

perform advanced processing like video tracking [2], activity recognition [3], intru-

sion detection, etc. This is shown in figure 2. In this case all the flows out from the

camera to the different local and remote processes.

3 Sensor Manager

In the previous section we have described the different roles of the architecture that

will operate over the camera devices and their associated control/video flows. In

the pictures describing the architecture is introduced a Sensor Manager which is

the responsible of attending the control flows, allowing the positioning of the PTZ

cameras, and stream the video sequences to all locally-attached process and remote

systems.

Therefore the Sensor Manager is not a trivial component of the architecture, as

almost all the multi-agent systems suppose. It involves many disciplines like video

acquisition, compression and transmission; control the protocols of the PTZ device

and expose it to remote controlling processes, and so on.

So, in this section is described the Sensor Manager designed for this task. We

have taken special care to the real-time restriction of the video surveillance systems,

in which the video stream should by delivered with the minimum delay. The overall

architecture of this controller is presented in figure 3.

This design let multiple access to a limited-access PTZ camera device, what usu-

ally only provides one serial communication port for control the orientation of the
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Fig. 3 Sensor manager for local/remote camera control

camera, and a coaxial video interface with the analog video signal. The sensor man-
ager designed presents three different main functionalities which are described in
more detail in the following subsections:

3.1 PTZ Controller

The PTZ controller designed allow us to provide an standard interface through the
PTZ Server module to control homogeneously any underlying device. We have de-
fined some high-level operating primitives like goTo X Y, zoom amount, etc, com-
mon in almost all PTZ devices. This commands will be interpreted by the proper
controller (Visca Controller in the figure) and transmitted in the correct protocol to
the device through the serial COM port.

High-level primitives are exposed by a non-connection oriented UDP Server,
with a simple request-response protocol in the client-server computing mode. In
our case we translate the high-level primitives incoming from the PTZ Server to the
VISCA protocol [1], since all the cameras in our visual sensor network are com-
pliant with this protocol. Moreover, any other device protocol may be used easily
adapting a controller to our high-level interface.

3.2 Video Acquisition

Video acquisition from the device is a critical point of the sensor manager designed.
In general, the image provided by present sensor devices comes in a analog format.
This way is needed use digitizer cards to convert the signal to digital frames, in
particular Matrox Morphis frame grabbers are used in our system. This introduces
a handicap in the system, since the image provided by those cards is required by
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both local and external processes, while these cards can be handled only by a single
process.

To solve this issue we have defined two different strategies depending on the im-
age destination. For local processes we have shared a region of non-paged memory
which can be accessed by different processes of the local machine. So local pro-
cesses can read the latest acquired frame directly from memory without any delay.
Other local processes that needs to be notified when a new image is available could
be attached directly (with a dynamic link library) to the sensor manager, as we do
with a color-based object recognition implemented in the system.

For remote process we use other efficient way to provide frames with the mini-
mum delay. In this case, Matrox Morphis boards allows JPEG2000 [7] compression
in real-time, so we can obtain a compressed image version at the same time we ac-
quire uncompressed frames (used for local processes or display). These JPEG2000
compressed frames are later transmitted (as described in following subsection) by a
efficient and real-time streaming protocol [10].

3.3 Video Transmission

In order to transmit real-time video sequences to remote process like operators,
agents, backup systems, etc, we have opted to implement a Real-time Transport
Protocol (RTP) server based on JPEG2000 image sequences, described in the newly
RFC5371 [6], inside the sensor manager.

The RTP defines a standardized packet format for delivering audio and video over
IP networks. RTP is used extensively in communication and entertainment systems
that involve streaming media, such as telephony, video conference applications and
in general all those applications what needs a real-time communication.

In the design of the sensor manager architecture a RTP payload header exten-
sion has been implemented following the RFC5371. This standard defines a new
RTP extension allowing transmit JPEG2000 frames (provided by Matrox Morphis
boards) over RTP packets. Moreover in our implementation of the standard we have
introduced a real-time motion compensation technique which is still patent pending
(Spanish patent number P200900260) and still complaints with RFC5371. Hence,
our RTP server is able to transmit real-time JPEG2000 frames to many clients, both
in a unicast and multicast way.

4 Architecture evaluation

To evaluate the usability and performance of the architecture we have developed a
functional prototype. It is divided in two different layers. The first layer is the sensor
manager core, developed in different C++ modules (as described in the architecture)
in order to meet real-time performance. The second one is the interface for config-
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uring the core, as shown in figure 4. It provides both the RTP and PTZ servers, so
any remote or local service may interact with the device concurrently. The presented
Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows the user to select the capture device, camera
channel, server ports, and some other parameters related with the JPEG2000 codec.
It also enables a local PTZ controller for change the camera device orientation.

Fig. 4 Sensor Manager interface, providing controls over different aspects like RTP and PTZ
servers

The sensor manager performance has been tested in two ways. In one hand we
have measured the frames per second that the architecture is able to transmit both
to local and remote processes. Each sensor manager controls one Matrox Morphis
board (as the device only can be accessed by a single process at a time), and each
board contains two hardware digitizers. It is possible to acquire video from 16 dif-
ferent sources, but in this case, it is necessary to share digitizers between all sources,
hence the performance decreases. So we will use two sources for each board in order
to find the real sensor manager performance, and not the limited by the underlying
hardware.

Cameras Local Process Local/Remote Processes
One Camera 25 fps 25 fps
Two Cameras 25 fps 24-25 fps

Table 1 Transmission rate reached with the sensor manager architecture both for local and lo-
cal/remote processes

Table 1 shows the different values obtained by the sensor manager in various
operation modes, with one and two cameras transmitting video frames to local and
remote processes. In both situations the frame-rate obtained is the same as the video
sensor provides (25 FPS), so the architecture is working efficiently and in real-time
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when transmitting the video frames. If the architecture not were able to process all

the frames or send it across the network, the digitizer board will start do drop frames

and the frame-rate will significantly be reduced.
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Fig. 5 Matrox Morphis unit usage under local and local/remote image transmission

We have also measured the Matrox Morphis board usage in order to confirm

that the architecture is not adding extra lag in process frames. Figure 5 shows the

usage of one digitizer when sharing frames with local processes and when shar-

ing/transmitting frames to local/remote processes. In both cases the grab unit is

always at 96%, meaning that all the video frames are being procsesed by the sen-

sor manager. Notice also how the J2K unit start working only when is necessary

transmitt frames to remote process.

In the other hand we have measured the total amount of time that the JPEG2000

streaming systems takes from when the image is captured in the server to when the

image is displayed in the client. So it involves all the processes of acquisition, com-

pression, transmission, decoding and displaying. The total latency obtained is about

180 milliseconds, which is adequate for real-time purposes like video surveillance,

as discussed in [9].

Finally the PTZ server could not be evaluated since it process and execute all

the high-level concurrent commands in sequence, so it depends on the commands

executed, the camera movement speed, etc.

5 Conclusions

As outlined along this paper, the communication between local/remote processes

with video sensor devices is so useful in the current growing visual sensor net-

works. It allows, among other things, to develop versatile architectures from coop-

erative multi-agent platforms, to sophisticated video surveillance systems. However

the communication with a video device may be a unsatisfactory job since they used

to have a limited-access and not always are accessible from remote places. An archi-
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tecture for controlling video devices from local and remote processes in a transpar-
ent way has been proposed in this paper to solve this issue. The test performed show
that the architecture is able to efficiently share video frames to several destinations.

In future works we will include some high-level commands in the PTZ control,
like ’follow the red bag’. In this case, the image processing like color tracking will
be addressed locally.
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